Mrs. Su’a’s Class

6th Grade Policies and Procedures:

We want to welcome you to 6th grade.  In 6th grade, the students will rotate into all the teachers’ classrooms for math, language arts, science and social studies.  Here are the 6th grade teachers and their contact information:

Jason Alm:



jalm@hathornacademy.org
Jeff Cutler: 



jcutler@hawthornacademy.org
Deborah Su’a:


dsua@hawthornacademy.org
Grades
Our grade book is a great tool that will help parents to monitor their child’s progress.  All grades and assignments will be updated in grade book every Monday by 4 pm unless specified by a teacher.  Although, when an assignment is due and a student doesn’t turn it in a M will be entered into SIS and the assignment will need to be turned in within 3 days.  A grade book link can be accessed from Hawthorn’s website.  It is so important that both parents and students get in a habit of checking grade book regularly.  If you have any questions about the grades please talk to the teacher in a timely manner.  Any lingering concerns regarding grades must be addressed two weeks prior to the end of each quarter.
SIS Codes:
         M= Missing (assignment should be turned in within 3 days)
        0= Assignment was turned in and received zero credit
  E= Student is not expected to complete the assignment    (doesn’t affect grade)
Blank= Assignment was turned in, but hasn’t been corrected (doesn’t affect grade)
 
Grade Scale
A      94%                 C      74%
A-     90%                 C-     70%
B+     87%                 D+    67%
B      84%                 D      64%
B-     80%                 D-    60%
C+     77%                 F      0%
 
Rules
We support Hawthorn Academy’s school rules which are:
Be Responsible
Be Respectful
Be Positive
Be on Task
Be Safe
Students and teachers will also be setting up specific rules for each period during the 1st week of school.
Important School Procedures and Policies
Daily School Schedule-             Mon - Thurs 8:30 am - 3:15 pm
                                                 Friday 8:30 am - 1:15 pm
Absences- Daily homework is due the day after it is assigned (unless otherwise specified).  For students’ excused absences, the homework that was given the day before their absence will be due on the date of their return. Assignments given during their absence will be due two school days after student returns.
 
Birthdays- Hawthorn Academy does not use treats or favors for birthdays. 
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Math

I am looking forward to exploring math with you this year.  Math takes practice, attention to detail, and hard work.  As we all fulfill our parts, great things are possible!
Grade Break Down:

20%- ALEKS

20%- Quizzes

60%- Tests

My Motto
I believe that you both have to be prepared to learn and practice what you have learn until you can teach it to another.  Practice does include participating in class, even though it might be uncomfortable to some.  I will do everything I can to make a safe environment where we accept each other’s mistakes and encourage taking chances with our thoughts and ideas.  

Curriculum 
Utah Core Domains:
1. Ratios and Proportional Relationships
2. The Number System
3. Expressions and Equations
4. Geometry
5. Statistics and Probability
Expectations
I expect each student to come to class prepared everyday with a sharpened pencil, highlighter, math binder, and math book.

Goals:

1. All students to do their best. I have a saying “The only way to get better is by doing your best”.

2. All students to be prepared for class, quizzes, and test.

3. All students to know all their math facts. 

Homework:

Math Facts:

6th grade math will be very difficult if students don’t know their math facts.  Spend 5 minutes reviewing them each night to keep them fresh in their mind.

Math Practice:

I will assign practice problems every night.  These are to help them practice and review what was learned in class that day.  I will not grade or require that they do these problems, but there will be a quiz each morning to assess their understanding of the material covered the previous day in class.  If they do your homework, they will do well on their quiz. 

ALEKS:

ALEKS is an online teaching and learning tool.  Students are required to complete 10 topics each week.  They will occasionally have time in class to complete topics, but most of these will need to be completed at home. 
SHOW YOUR WORK!
Any work that is turned in without showing work will receive a ZERO.  Showing work is essential for two main reasons:

1. We are preparing them for upper level classes where problems can’t be done in their head.  It’s important to start these practices early.

2. I need to be able to see their thought process and to see where they make a mistake to help them correct it, if made. 

Remind:

This is a communication tool that allows me to text you with daily assignments, upcoming tests, and general reminders.  This is completely safe, I don’t see your number and I don’t see yours, but I can text you a note when needed. If you have questions you can text me back. If a simple text isn’t sufficient you can always call me at the school or email me. If your student is absent, for sickness, appointments, or vacation, you will still get these messages so you will know what was taught and what was assigned. Please sign up as soon as possible so you don’t miss out on any information.  Look for information on signing up coming home with your student. 

Assessments:

I use all of the following as assessments: 
· Quizzes and Tests

· Math Facts 

· ALEKS

Assessment is vital to learning and will:

1. Help students see where they are at mastering specific areas of study.

2. Help parents see their student’s progress and know where they are at in their journey to learning in specific areas of study.

3. Helps me gauge students understanding and to pinpoint specific areas where they excelled or areas were they need help in improving their understanding. 

Absences: 

Remind is great because you will still get it, even when your student is absent.  Students are responsible for all concepts missed.  So if you planning on being gone on vacation please plan on taking their math book to keep caught up.  They are responsible for practicing any concepts missed and/or asking for help. 

Classroom Rules:
1. Listen to directions
2. Enter & Exit prepared
3. Always try your best
4. Respect Others
5. NO EXCUSES!
Consequences:
1. Warning
2. Loss of classroom privileges (privileges include student choice for seating, groups, recess, hall privileges, etc.)
3. Contact Parents
4. Detention
5. Meeting with parent(s)
